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LIVE TOGETHER

SG Heart Map wraps
up with a big bang
with a four-day event
celebrating the memories
and places close to the
nation’s heart.

1

HOME IS
WHERE THE
HEART IS

The SG Heart Map Light Wave formation on
the Launch Night lit up the night sky at The
Float and kicked off the event dramatically
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I

t has been a long journey,
concluding with much
excitement at SG Heart Map
@ Float, the finale event of
SG Heart Map, held over four
days at the Marina Bay floating
platform from 26 November
2015.
An SG50 initiative, SG
Heart Map is the first ever
crowdsourced map which
celebrates places in Singapore
that are close to the nation’s
heart. More than 100,000
contributions have been
collected since November
2014, and the initiative has
bonded residents, evoked fond
memories and inspired hope for
Singapore’s future.
A composite map of works and
installations was inspired and
created from the contributions,
with the help of seven literary
and visual artists. Showcased at
SG Heart Map @ Float, the works
are: films, literary pieces, audio
installations, urban sketches,

01-05 SG Heart map V5 khl.indd 2

illustrations,
photographs and
animations.
Having a blast
Set against
the beautiful
Marina Bay
skyline,
visitors were
treated to an
exhilarating and
breathtaking
light and pyromusical show on
the opening night.
This was just after
the SG Heart Map Light
Wave formation, where the
audience on the grandstand did
a ‘Kallang wave’ with their light
sticks, creating a stunning ripple
of light across the gallery.
Among the enthusiastic
participants were members of
the pioneer generation as well
as school children from various
schools. Ang Dang Neng, 11, was

Above:
Participants had fun
being part of the SG
Heart Map Light Wave
formation

24/12/15 5:05 PM
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YOU HAVE TO
STAND UP AT THE
RIGHT TIME TO DO
THE LIGHT WAVE. IT
WAS VERY EXCITING.
I ALSO LIKED THE
FIREWORKS. THAT
AND THE [LIGHT AND
PYRO-MUSICAL]
PERFORMANCE
WERE THE BEST
PARTS.

ANG DANG NENG, 11,
PARTICIPATED
IN THE SG HEART MAP
LIGHT WAVE FORMATION

one of those who participated
in the formation. “You have to
stand up at the right time to
do the light wave. It was very
exciting,” he recalls. “I also liked
the fireworks. That and the [pyromusical] performance were the
best parts.”
Artful stories
Visitors were treated to a
collective of meaningful
artworks such as ‘WordPlay!
A Literary Playground’ that
highlighted childhood memories
of games and first-generation
playgrounds, ‘Scenes of Our
Hearts’; a gorgeous showcase
of vibrant sketches done by
the skilled members of Urban
Sketchers Singapore, and
‘Homescapes’; a photography
exhibition curated by Ms Gwen
Lee that offered a glimpse of life
in Singapore’s ubiquitous HDB
homes.

01-05 SG Heart map V5 khl.indd 3

Above:
Homescapes,
a photography
exhibition
Below:
Children had fun
learning about
Singapore’s
memories

WE SIGNED UP FOR
THE OLD AIRPORT
ROAD TOUR. IT WAS
VERY INTERESTING TO
HAVE A TOUR GUIDE
BRING US AROUND.
YOU LEARN THE
HISTORY AND DETAILS
ABOUT PLACES
THAT YOU WOULD
OTHERWISE NOT
HAVE FOUND OUT.

MS ANGELINE CHAN, 57,
AND MR FRANKIE HOONG, 59,
PARTICIPATED IN A SG HEART
MAP TOUR

23/12/15 9:21 AM
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Ms Angeline Chan, 57, and
Mr Frankie Hoong, 59, recalled
seeing the photography
exhibition on a SG Heart Map
Tour — these were held over
a few weekends from June to
August and took about 10,000
participants around some
favourite places in Singapore.
Angeline says: “We signed up for
the Old Airport Road tour. It was
very interesting to have a tour
guide bring us around. You learn
the history and details about
places that you would otherwise
not have found out.”
The full version of short film 50
First Kisses by local film director
Royston Tan also premiered at
the event. A cinematic journey
through times and places in
Singapore, the film was heartwarming and evoked many teary
eyes in the audience. Mr Syed
Ali, 43, and his sister Ms Sharifah
Radzyih, 46,
were one of
the pairs
featured

in the film, back at their
childhood home. “That was
where we lived 40 years ago.
I’ve always wanted to go back
and this presented the perfect
moment,” he says. She adds:
“It was a very nice feeling to
have relived all those precious
memories.”

THIS EVENT
SHOWCASES
SINGAPORE’S RAPID
DEVELOPMENT
OVER THE YEARS.
I WISH FOR
SINGAPORE’S
CONTINUED
PROSPERITY.
– MDM OH AH NIOW, 70

MR SYED ALI, 43, AND HIS SISTER
MS SHARIFAH RADZYIH, 46,
WERE ONE OF THE PAIRS
FEATURED IN THE FILM BACK AT
THEIR CHILDHOOD HOME

01-05 SG Heart map V5 khl.indd 4

From top:
The premiere of local
director Royston Tan’s
50 First Kisses; SG
Heart Map @ Float was
launched by Minister
Heng Swee Keat, and
graced by Minister
Lawrence Wong and
Minister Grace Fu

SG HEART MAP TOURS
MOBILE APP
Available from the Apple App
Store and Google Play

Can’t get enough of the nostalgia
and fantastic stories from SG
Heart Map? Download the mobile
app today and experience them at
your own convenience.
The mobile app highlights five SG
Heart Map tour routes and two
bonus tours themed favourite
food places and parks for those
weekend explorations. There are
also interesting facts about each
of those destinations, quizzes and
puzzles for additional fun!

23/12/15 9:21 AM
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A DAY TO
REMEMBER

T

he SG Heart Map
Festival @ Float
concluded
with a day of funfilled activities on
29 November. The
hot weather did not
deter participants from
all walks of life from
gathering to participate in
the finale segment of the
year-long event.
Prime Minister Lee Hsien
Loong, who made a brief
appearance at the event,
took selfies with visitors and
exchanged high-fives with
young children before riding
on the merry-go-round at
the ‘Wordplay! A Literary
Playground’.
It was a nostalgic and
educational experience for
Mdm Shalini Srivashava and
her family, who had arrived
early in the morning to enjoy
the festivities. Asked about her
favourite section, she picked
the ‘Homescapes Photography
Exhibition’ because it not only
offers a realistic glimpse of the
Singaporean lifestyle, but also
portrays the diversity of local
culture as well as the concept
of home.

01-05 SG Heart map V5 khl.indd 5

The heat was no fight
for the warm smiles on
everyone’s faces

The inflatables of Singapore’s
iconic landmarks were also
a popular photo spot for
many. “I really like the dragon
playground. I’m happy to show
a piece of my childhood to my
son!” says Mdm Shawiah Awi, 46,
who stays near the well-known
playground at Toa Payoh.
Spotted near the inflatable
of Changi Airport, Mr Gavin Sin,
23, has this to say: “It’s the best
airport in the world! I’m very
proud of it.”
Long queues also formed
outside the Dome, as
tickets to The SG Heart
Map Experience were
redeemed quickly.
It was a 20-minute
visual display
which featured
personal stories of
Singaporeans and
their fond memories
of cherished places.
“This event
showcases Singapore’s
rapid development
over the years, especially
landmarks such as Marina
Bay Sands, Sentosa and HDB

Above:
Singaporeans showed
up in droves to relive
the nation’s memories
Left:
Prime Minister Lee
Hsien Loong was all
smiles and selfie-ready

flats. I wish for Singapore’s
continued prosperity,” says
Mdm Oh Ah Niow, 70.
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COASTING
THE FITNESS
HIGHWAY
The Healthy Pathway @ Tampines
is a project that motivates
residents to get and stay healthy.

V

isitors to Tampines may
witness an interesting
sight. Along the walkways
between Tampines and Simei
MRT stations, joggers, walkers
and cyclists can be seen tapping
round badge-like objects on
lampposts.
What they’re doing is racking
up points while getting in
shape. The Healthy Pathway @
Tampines project makes use
of self-monitoring information
technology tools to track
physical activity levels. Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID)
readers are installed about every
500m, and residents can tap
their free RFID tags on these
readers to accumulate points,
which can be redeemed for
shopping vouchers. The more
they walk, the more points and
rewards they get.
Ms Hamidah Yusof, 59, a
Tampines resident from Block
113, walks or cycles along
the connector every morning
and uses the tags to chalk up
points. “My mother is 85 and in
a wheelchair. I hope that I never

06-09 Live Well Coasting the fitness highway V4 khl.indd 6

Tampines
residents
enjoying
the new
motivation
to exercise
at Healthy
Pathway @
Tampines

23/12/15 9:24 AM
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have to be in a wheelchair! That’s
why I’m happy to exercise,” she
says. She is pleased that she
has been given a clean bill of
health at her yearly check-ups
at the polyclinic. “I don’t have
heart disease, I don’t have
diabetes, I am strong!” says the
energetic grandmother who also
attends Zumba classes held at a
community space near her block
on weekends.
Some residents are happy to
use the rewards while gaining
the motivation to exercise.
Part-time cleaner Ms Lam May,
66, who lives at Block 103, has
been using the tag for a few
months and has accumulated
enough points to redeem
NTUC vouchers. “On the path,
I also meet my neighbours
and friends,” she says, pointing
out that this adds a fun social
element to keeping fit.
The community element of
staying healthy is a strong factor
for many. Ms Pauline Ngin, 75,
a resident of Block 291, doesn’t
specially arrange to meet
neighbours living in other blocks
in the estate but often bumps
into them during her morning
walks. “If not for walking here, I
wouldn’t have the chance to see
them,” says the retiree who used
to do qi gong before getting into
fitness walking.
Launched in January 2015
under the Ministry of Health’s
Healthy Living Master Plan, the
Healthy Pathway @ Tampines
project is a collaboration
between the Health Promotion
Board, Tampines GRC grassroots
organisations and other public
agencies. It aims to create a
Healthy Community Ecosystem
– a healthy living environment
with affordable and accessible
facilities and activities, so that it
is easy for residents to get and
stay healthy.
Community spaces are used

06-09 Live Well Coasting the fitness highway V4 khl.indd 7

If not for walking
here, I wouldn’t have
the chance to see
them (neighbours
and friends).

for fitness classes like Zumba,
Bokwa and K-Pop Fitness. Signs
at lift lobbies and stairwells
encourage residents to take
the stairs instead of the lift, and
banners on lampposts bear
health tips and messages such
as ‘Brisk walk for 90 minutes to
burn off a bowl of laksa’s worth
of calories!’.
The project, which started off
with one exercise venue and
three reader checkpoints, has
expanded in just one year to
include 21 exercise venues and
32 reader checkpoints, covering
the entire Tampines estate. As
of November 2015, more than
4,000 users had signed up for
tags, and over 1,250 residents

have enjoyed the exercise
classes conducted.
Another resident who enjoys
participating in the project is
Mr Tan Kok Thye, 76. He takes
a one-hour walk each morning
at 6.30am, setting out when
the weather is still cool. “I
don’t exercise to redeem the
supermarket vouchers. I just
like to tap and see my points
accumulate when I get the SMS
updates,” he says.

23/12/15 9:24 AM
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HEALTHY
PATHWAY
TAP STATION

There are 32 reader checkpoints located
within Tampines GRC. Tap your tag on
them as you walk or jog, and see your points
accumulate via SMS.

POSSIBLE ROUTES

This map shows some possible routes you can
take to pass by the reader checkpoints that are
placed about 500m apart.

06-09 Live Well Coasting the fitness highway V4 khl.indd 8
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GREAT REASONS
TO GET ACTIVE!

Tap on any of the 32 designated
checkpoints or join the free regular
exercise sessions to earn points that can
be redeemed for shopping vouchers!
Points are valid until May 2016.
Participants with enough points will
qualify for lucky draws to be held at
future tentative dates.
Interested residents can go to any of
the 5 Tampines CCs for registration,
call 1800 223 1313 or check out
www.hpb.gov.sg/tampines-healthypathway for more information.

Other than
collecting
points, users
also get to
meet friends
and neighbours
around the
estate

06-09 Live Well Coasting the fitness highway V4 khl.indd 9
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THE

KOPITIAM
FACTOR

The best neighbourhood coffee shops, colloquially
termed kopitiams, evolve into social hubs for
residents who eat there regularly, share news,
talk about their day and watch TV serials and
soccer matches together. They’re a truly unique
and much loved feature of our HDB estates.

W

hether the estate is
purely residential or
partly industrial, the
kopitiam is usually at the centre
of it. And there are different
types. There are those which
were started by our pioneer
generation when Singapore was
finding its feet, and there are
the newer ones that offer a wide
selection of food choices.
In this story, we visit two
very different kopitiams, both
boasting regular clients who
come not just for what they
serve, but for the sense of
belonging they offer.
Seng Hong Coffee Shop
Blk 58 #01-1521 Lengkok Bahru

Ting Toh Peng is the
proprietor who takes your
order, prepares it and serves
it. The minced pork noodles
are popular too

Seng Hong is located at a
corner unit on the ground floor
of Block 58 at Lengkok Bahru.
Opened by Mr Ting Toh Peng
in 1968, the kopitiam’s nostalgic
charm is what draws some
patrons to it.
The tall tree that provides
shade for the tables outside, and
the quiet and unhurried feel is
a welcome departure from the
busy and eat-and-run nature of
most modern food courts.
“I come here everyday,” says
cab driver Mr Wu Kong. “Each
time, I have two eggs and a
cup of coffee. It’s a nice relaxing
place, easy to get a table and I
can park my taxi right next to the
stall. I’ve been doing this for the

There is nothing fancy about
Seng Hong. You won’t find a
skinny latte here for sure, but
you will find local coffee that’s as
good as any in the country. More
than that, it’s ideally located for
those working around the Bukit
Merah area, and offers them
a nice respite from the bustle
of other neighbourhood food
centres.
“We work nearby and find that
this is a nice, convenient location
for lunch,” says Ms Angel Ng
who works in the retail industry.
“About once a month, we’ll swing
by for a bite. We quite like the
minced pork noodles here.”

10-11 Live Happy_KopitiamV4 khl.indd 10
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WE CO ME A FT ER WOR K FOR
A DR I NK A N D FIN G ER FOO D.
SO ME P EOP L E L I KE TO G O
TO P U B S, W E COM E H ER E.
IT’ S GR E AT VA LU E FOR
M O NE Y.
A place for daily
meals, camaraderie
and familiar faces
like Raymond Yap
and his friends

last seven years and it’s become
a habit.”
More than the ambience
and good coffee, something’s
also got to be said about being
served by the owner himself.
Mr Ting who is in his 70s shows
up daily, takes the orders, and
personally brings it to the table.
He chats cordially with patrons
in an unassuming manner. “I
started this coffee shop with my
brothers and sisters more than
40 years ago,” he lets on. “It’s
difficult and expensive to get
people to work here so I do
it myself.”
“Jurong East 303”
Block 303, Jurong East Street 32
While Seng Hong holds on to
clientele who enjoy a touch of
nostalgia, the coffee shop at
Block 303, Jurong East Street
32 is a good example of what a
food court represents in today’s
modern HDB neighbourhood.
Brightly lit and situated on
the ground floor of a residential
block, there is much to like
about its location, especially the
large car park that faces it.
“It’s a great atmosphere,” says
Mr Raymond Yap, who was there
with his old school mates. “We

10-11 Live Happy_KopitiamV4 khl.indd 11

come after work for a drink and
finger food,” he continues while
sipping on a beer and enjoying
fried chicken wings. “Some
people like to go to pubs, we
come here. It’s great value for
money.”
There is much more than beer
and snacks here, of course. At
one end, a dim sum stall offers
all the familiar favourites. There
is also the chicken rice stall, a
fishball noodle joint and another
shop selling western dishes.
Nonetheless, it’s the economy
rice stall at one end of the coffee
shop that anchors the fold.
Under the warm light, the

variety of dishes is presented in
neat metal trays. It’s enough to
bring Ms Lim Yee Ting and her
family here on a regular basis.
“We live nearby, and my family
and I come nearly every day,”
says the bubbly 20-something.
“We like the curry rice here. And
some days we come for both
lunch and dinner.”
If anything, that’s a statement
that reflects how much a part of
people’s lives the kopitiam
has become.
HDB will build 62 more coffee shops in 18
towns by 2018. The towns include Punggol,
Yishun and Bukit Batok.

23/12/15 11:04 AM
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Mostly A’s: The Mysterious
neighbour
Are your curtains and doors
always drawn or closed? You
probably leave at odd hours
and no one can guess what
you do for a living. You may
not even know who lives next
door despite living there for
years. Why not try getting to
know your neighbours, or let
them befriend you?

WHAT SORT OF

NEIGHBOUR
ARE YOU?
Are you everyone’s
dream neighbour
or do they not even
know you exist?
Take this quick quiz
to find out!
1 Do you make eye contact or
strike up a conversation with
your neighbours?
A Why would I do that?
B Don’t have time for that.
C I keep to myself but if a
neighbour says hi, I’ll respond.
D Of course, it’s nice to be friendly.
2 Do you water your neighbours’
plants when they are away?
A I don’t actually know when they
are away.
B I’m not free. I don’t even keep
plants myself.
C Yes, if they ask me to.
D Sure! They return the favour
when I’m away too.
3 Do you sometimes share food
with your neighbours?
A No comment.
B It’s a hassle to pass it to them.
C Sometimes, when they see me
with the food or ask about it.
D Yes, at celebrations and
sometimes just for fun.

12 Live Happy_FunQuiz khl.indd 12

4. What is your first thought
when your neighbour knocks
on your door?
A “I will pretend I’m not in.”
B “What do they want? I have no
time for this!”
C “Check the peephole first.”
D “Better open it fast so they don’t
have to wait long.”
5 Have you ever offered to
help a neighbour in need
(E.g. letting them wait in
your home when they forgot
their keys)?
A I mind my own business.
B Sometimes but I don’t want
them to think they can ask me
anytime they want.
C Only if they approach me.
D I help whenever I can. My
neighbours are my friends.
6 Has a neighbour ever asked
you to turn down the volume
of your music or TV?
A Not sure. I never answer the
door unless I am expecting
someone.
B Once, when I was distracted.
C No.
D Never. I am very conscious
that loud noise can be
frustrating when people are
trying to rest or study.

Mostly B’s: The “Busy as a
bee” neighbour
Do you find yourself always
rushing? Your mind is racing
with your to-do list of tasks
and you don’t pay attention to
the neighbours you walk past
or share the lift with.
Try to relax – a five-minute
chat with your neighbour
lets you take a breather
while improving your social
network.
Mostly C’s: The Reserved
neighbour
While you are not unfriendly,
it would be unlike you to
organise block parties or
strike up a conversation.
Let’s start with small steps.
A sincere smile can make you
look more pleasant instantly.
Look out for community
events that you can join with
your family so you feel less
shy.
Mostly D’s: The Lovable
neighbour
You are the dream neighbour
everyone loves to have. You
keep your volume low, share
food that you cook readily,
and your neighbours know
they can count on you when
in need.
Stay that way – we count on
people like you to spread the
kampung spirit!
Want to know your
neighbours better? Start a Good
Neighbours Project, which
provides seed funding for selected
initiatives that encourage bonding
among neighbours. Visit www.hdb.
gov.sg/goodneighboursproject for
more details!

23/12/15 9:47 AM
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Cutting down on food waste
is not only kind to the earth
but to your wallet as well.

SAY NO TO

FOOD
WASTAGE!
S

ingaporeans generate a lot
of waste, and the amount
has been climbing to
shocking levels. According to the
National Environment Agency,
if this continues, Singapore
will need to build one new
incinerator plant every 10 to
15 years, and one new landfill
the size of Sentosa every 35
to 45 years. This is clearly not
sustainable!
Food waste makes up about
20% of this waste. Other than
food retailers and restaurants,
many households are also guilty.
Are you one of them?
Here are some useful tips to
curbing food wastage.
Before you shop
• Plan your week’s
menu to use the
available food at
home and check what’s in your
fridge and kitchen before you
shop for groceries.
Shop
• Avoid impulse
buying especially
perishables unless
you have a recipe in mind. This
helps ensure that the food
doesn’t spoil while you decide
what to do with it!
Storage
• Place ingredients
and food products

13 Live Green_Food Waste V2 khl.indd 13

with earlier expiry dates at
the front of your fridge and
cupboard so you don’t forget
about them.
• Store well so that the food
keeps fresh for a longer
time. Wrap vegetables in
newspapers, and keep grains,
nuts and seeds in an airtight
container in the freezer.
Fruits also produce ethylene
gas, so separate them
from vegetables to prevent
vegetables from spoiling
faster.
Food-saving tips
• Fruits that are a
little too ripe can be
blended and added
to yoghurt or cereal. Unused
prawn shells and meat, fish and
chicken bones can be used to
make soup stock.
• Embrace leftovers. You can
create new dishes with them.
For instance, soups are a
good way to use up random
ingredients, while dishes like
fried fish or roast meat can be
shredded and used in fried rice,
noodles or salads.
• Before you throw a food item
away, think about how you may
be able to use it. For instance,
orange peels make a good
deodoriser and banana peel
can be used to shine shoes.

GARBAGE ENZYME?

If you consume lots of fruits and
vegetables, you can actually use the
unwanted parts to make a homemade vinegar cleanser to use when
mopping floors and washing sinks
and toilets.
Ingredients
• Brown sugar
• Fresh, uncooked vegetable and/or
fruit peel, pulp and other bits
• Air-tight plastic container
Time
The process takes about 3 months.
Method
1. Put 1 part brown sugar to 3 parts
vegetable/fruit peel to 10 parts
water into an air-tight container.
Give it a good shake and close tightly.
Write the date on the container.

2. Open the lid every few days to
let out the gas that is supposed
to build up. Remember to do this
to prevent the bottle from
exploding from gas build-up!
3. After 3 months, open and filter
the dark brown liquid through a fine
strainer. It should have a fresh,
vinegary smell. Dilute a portion with
water to use for cleaning.
Recipe credit: www.savefoodcutwaste.com

23/12/15 9:48 AM
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A

pps aren’t just for
entertainment. Some can
help you get more ecofriendly, by making it easier for
you to reduce your electricity
consumption and save on
paper mail.
Read on for some great
options!

MYENV
What it is: An app by the
National Environment Agency
(NEA) that offers news and
updates on the environment and
related events.
Features: You can access realtime information on Singapore’s
weather, receive alerts on heavy
rainfall and get PSI and air
quality information. Other useful
features include locating the
nearest recycling points, as well
as tips on reducing, reusing and
recycling waste.

packaging waste. For
example, instead of
throwing the entire
glass bottle into
the recycling bin
for glass objects,
the metal or
plastic cap should
be removed and
disposed of in
the appropriate
recycling bin.

123RECYCLE
(Available on iOS
only.)
What it is: Do
you know the
best way to
dispose and
recycle packaging
waste? This
app invented by
Nestlé, developed
by Nanyang Polytechnic,
and supported by Singapore
Environment Council and NEA,
will show you how.

Check this out: This app can be
used for non-Nestle products.

Features: Users can
scan the barcode of
products to find the
most eco-friendly
way to recycle the

Check this out:
Other than
submitting
feedback
to NEA,
you can
even sign
up as a
volunteer
through
the app.

APPS FOR

GREENER
LIVING

Do you have a smart phone? Mobile apps can help us
lead a greener lifestyle with just a few clicks.

14-15 Live Green_Apps For Green Living V3 khl.indd 14
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OCBC SG Mobile Banking:
View account details, check
transaction history and access
OCBC OneTouch, which lets you
check your account balance with
your fingerprint.

MYWATERS
What it is: This app by the Public
Utilities Board (PUB) allows users
to go on a ‘water trivia’ pursuit
to learn more about Singapore’s
water story, as well as get
real-time notifications on water
issues.
Features: Learn more about the
precious commodity of water
with an e-tour of Marina Barrage.
During rainstorms, users can
enter their current location to
get the latest updates on flash
floods from 25 island-wide CCTV
cameras. You can also submit
feedback and suggestions to
PUB, and find a calendar of
water-related community events.
Check this out: Try out the
augmented reality feature which
allows you to take a picture
with mascot Water Wally at
MacRitchie Reservoir.

14-15 Live Green_Apps For Green Living V3 khl.indd 15

DBS PAYLAH,
OCBC SG MOBILE BANKING,
UOB MOBILE
What they are: Go paperless
with these banking apps. Say
goodbye to the hassle of
sending snail mail and save
trees by doing away with paper
account balance and transaction
statements.
Check this out:
DBS Paylah: Make bill payments
through your phone and save
a list of your most common
billing organisations, while a
new donation function lets
you send money to charitable
organisations.

UOB Mobile: Check your account
balance with the app instead of
using paper statements. You
can also pay bills directly to
over 400 billing organisations,
such as telco providers and
town councils.
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MY LIFE STORY

HIGH-RISE

MELODIES
Musicians Mohamed
Raffee, Mohamed
Noor and Daniel
Sitranen, part of the
band Vasantham
Boys, trace their
love for music back
to a HDB flat in
Whampoa Drive.

As musicians, we feel
comfortable when there is
music around. Music pulls
us together,” says drummer,
composer and music producer
Mohamed Noor. Noor, 48, began
playing percussion at the age
of five and has performed all
over the world and toured with
popular Mando-pop singers like
Jacky Cheung and A*mei.
He is part of the musical group
Vasantham Boys (unrelated to
the Tamil-language Mediacorp
channel), comprising his elder
brothers Raffee, 55, and Bashir,
52, and their childhood friend,
Daniel Sitranen, 54.
The group formed when
they were children, becoming
a regular fixture on Tamillanguage radio and television
programmes. Other than giving
performances and playing at
events, the Vasantham Boys
have released four albums that
span music genres such as pop,
funk and blues.
When the brothers moved into
their flat at Block 93 Whampoa
Drive in the then-new estate in
1973, their home served as a
jamming space for the family
band, headed by their late
father, Syed Yacob. It was their
father who taught the three sons
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to play instruments such as the
mandolin, harmonium, guitar
and percussion.
Singer, composer, music
producer and director Raffee,
who has been on Tamillanguage radio and television
since he was 10, has worked
closely with Oscar- and Grammy
award-winning composer A. R.
Rahman and scored soundtracks
for local drama series, Malaysian
television as well as films made
in India.
The multi-instrumentalist
remembers how the people
at Whampoa Drive used to
recognise him and his siblings,
calling them the ‘Vasantham

Boys’ and also the ‘Prata Boys’.
“Our mother opened a food
stall just five minutes away from
our home at Whampoa. It sold
Indian-Muslim food like nasi
briyani and prata, so people
remembered us for that too,” he
recalls. “Also, our friends were
always coming over to our home
to jam and my mother would
cook curry and other things for
them. They loved it and even the
neighbours didn’t mind the noise
from our rehearsals because my
mother would always be sharing
food with them too.”
Daniel met Raffee when he
was nine years old. “I was at
RTS (Radio and Television of
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Left to right:
Noor, Daniel
and Raffee
love living
and making
music in Sin
Ming Avenue

Singapore) to play the tabla for
a radio and TV performance and
Raffee was also there, to play the
mandolin. The producer looked
at us and said, ‘Why don’t you
both play together?’”
Today, Daniel balances his day
job as an equestrian instructor
for the Singapore Polo Club with
his musical career. His home
in Sin Ming Avenue is now the
band’s headquarters, taking the
place of the Mohamed brothers’
family home in Whampoa Drive
after their late parents’ flat
was sold.
The band members meet at
Daniel’s place at least once a
week to brainstorm, write music
and rehearse, such as when they
were working on the Vasantham

Ponvizha Live - SG50 Concert that
was held in early October 2015.
Writing is done in the living
room and they jam in one of
the two bedrooms that also
serves as a studio, with guitars
hanging on the wall, percussion
instruments and a computer.
“I really enjoy living here
because it is so quiet. In many
other estates, it’s very busy. Here
there aren’t so many people. It’s
peaceful,” Daniel says.
“This estate is the best place
for us because it’s central for
everyone. We just have to be
mindful of the sound level so as
not to disturb the neighbours.
This place reminds us of our
childhood, of our happy times in
Whampoa Drive,” adds Raffee.

THI S ESTATE
I S TH E BEST
PL AC E FOR U S .
I T REMI N D S
US OF OUR
C H I L D HOOD,
OF OU R H APPY
TI MES I N
WH AMPOA D RI VE.

Left: The complete band,
with Bashir on the left, at the
Sg50 Concert at Sports Hub
Above: Dad, Syed Yacob,
worked in HDB and was a
talented singer and musician,
while mum, Hamidah Sulaiman,
was a housewife who loved to
sing in Malay and Tamil
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Other than vibrant
neighbourhoods, the
friendships and ties forged
with our neighbours are
what make living in the
heartlands endearing.

Our ‘Celebrating LIFE in the
Heartlands’ Photography
Competition is back with
the theme ‘friendly faces,
lively places’. Capture shots
that highlight the unique
character of HDB towns
and memories formed in
the heartlands.

Show us life
in the heartlands
through your camera lens!

Find out more at www.hdb.gov.sg/lifephotocompetition

We’re conducting
an online readers’
survey of LIFE STOREYS.
Your responses will
help us to make this
publication more
interesting and
relevant to you.

TELL US
WHAT YOU
THINK!

Congratulations to
the 5 lucky readers
who won the
vouchers from issue
9’s readers’ survey.

Log on to
lifestoreys.hdb.gov.sg
to take part in the survey.
You may get lucky and
win a shopping voucher!
WISH TO SHARE LIFE
STOREYS WITH YOUR
FRIENDS AND FAMILY?
Read and share the e-version at
lifestoreys.hdb.gov.sg
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WINNERS

Readers’ Survey

1 CANDICE LEE
2 DOREEN TAN
3 MANSOOR BIN
GHOUSE
4 ROSY LIM
5 TAN MAY CHING

*Readers were selected
via balloting.
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